RECORK

INTRODUCTION

RECORK

Recork is the natural flooring choice – a healthy,
high-performance surface that looks and feels amazing,
and benefits the planet by tackling climate change head on.
It’s a product of the circular economy, a production model
dedicated to the elimination of waste and pollution, the
recirculation of products and materials and the regeneration
of nature. This innovative approach to manufacturing helps
us tackle climate change and biodiversity loss together,
while addressing important social needs.
And Recork isn’t just great for the planet, it’s also good for
you, with incredible health and comfort properties that reduce
noise, provide thermal insulation, increase walking comfort,
improve air quality and ensure long-term performance.
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OUR STORY
RECORK IS BORN FROM A DESIRE TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL,
FUNCTIONAL FLOORING THAT HELPS REVERSE GLOBAL
WARMING AND RESTORE THE PLANET’S ECOLOGICAL BALANCE.

RECORK

5 skilled

320k

descortiçadores are needed to harvest
the bark from a single cork oak

acres of new Montado has been created in
the past 15 years on the Iberian Peninsula

4 million
tonnes of CO₂ are retained
by the Montado each year

With respect for nature, and a little creativity and commitment, we believe we can
make the planet a better place for everyone. So we embrace a simple philosophy:
our flooring should give back to the planet more than it takes, it should exceed
your practical expectations and naturally it should look gorgeous too.

THE GIVING TREE
Cork is the bark of a remarkable tree: Quercus Suber, the cork oak.
Across a 200 year lifespan, the cork oak is harvested 15 times without damage.
It simply regenerates after each extraction. By retaining five times more CO2
than other trees, the cork oak helps reverse global warming. It is the national
tree of Portugal and is strictly protected.

THE MONTADO
The cork oak forest, known in Portugal as the Montado, occupies five million
acres in the humid Mediterranean basin, producing 200,000 tonnes of cork
each year. The Montado has ancient origins, but was first cultivated in the 1800s
to supply the bottle stopper industry. It is a cultural landscape, economically
supporting 100,000 people through agriculture, cattle breeding, medicinal
plant harvesting and hunting, in addition to cork production.

THE HARVEST
The cork harvest is a skilled manual process using traditional axes rather
than polluting machines. Harvesting requires deep knowledge of the forest
and is carried out by expert descortiçadores, with skills passed down through
family generations.
Legal protections govern cork harvesting. Trees must be 25 years old, with a
circumference over 70cm, measured 1.3 metres above ground. Extracting cork
planks is a six part process of opening, separation, dividing, extracting, removal
and marking to show which year the tree was harvested.
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SUSTAINABILITY

RECORK

RECORK IS THE PUREST OUTCOME OF A MANUFACTURING MODEL THAT TURNS
PRODUCTION WASTE, USED CORK STOPPERS AND CORK FROM EARLY HARVESTS
INTO AGGLOMERATED CORK PLANKS THAT WE THEN FUSE WITH CUTTING-EDGE
SYNTHETIC MATERIALS THAT GUARANTEE THE PERFORMANCE AND LONGEVITY
OF THE PRODUCT. THE BEST MATERIALS IN THE PERFECT BALANCE.

REVERSING GLOBAL WARMING
Recork has an exceptionally low carbon footprint of just 0.68 kg CO2eq/m2,
but when you factor in carbon sequestered by the cork oak trees of the
Montado that figure can reach a remarkable -186 kg CO2eq/m2. It means
every square metre of Recork removes up to 186 kg of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere during its lifetime. So thanks to the cork oak trees of the
Mediterranean basin, which retain a staggering 14 million tonnes of CO2
each year, using Recork really does help reverse global warming.

PRESERVING THE ENVIRONMENT
In addition to absorbing prodigious amounts of CO2, the Montado helps
preserve the natural environment. Its canopy creates a microclimate to
limit summer and winter excesses and allow longer growth of herbaceous
vegetation, and the cork oaks themselves regulate the water cycle by
allowing rainwater to infiltrate and replenish groundwater. They also help
soil conservation by forming a humus top layer, as well as making nutrients
from deep in the soil available to vegetation. The Montado protects against
erosion and acts as a barrier against desertification.

SUPPORTING BIODIVERSITY
The Montado is a vital biodiverse ecosystem, just like Amazonia, the African
Savanna and Borneo. It includes wildlife, grasslands and diverse flora, and
provides a natural habitat for 200 animal species and 130 plant species per
1,000m2. Wildlife supported by the Montado includes rare and endangered
species such as the Iberian lynx, the Iberian imperial eagle, the black vulture,
the black stork and the Barbary stag. By supporting cork production in the
Montado, Recork helps maintain this fragile and naturally biodiverse ecosystem.

65%

of the energy used in our factory is generated from
burning cork dust, a process that is carbon neutral

483

Iberian lynx remain in the wild thanks to land
management agreements that protect their habitat

80%

of farmland and pastures in the southern Mediterranean
affected to some extent by desertification
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RECORK: UNA
RECORK REINVENTS THE HUMBLE CORK FLOOR, FUSING NATURE WITH
21ST CENTURY TECHNOLOGY TO CREATE UNIQUELY BEAUTIFUL FLOORING
FOR AN ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS WORLD.

At Una’s heart is an agglomerated cork plank, made simply from waste cork
from bottle stopper production and early harvests, and a synthetic binder.
We apply a plant-based oil to colour the cork and enhance its natural beauty,
letting its innate warmth and unique texture shine through. Then we prime the
surface with a specially developed precoat that allows the cork core to flex and
absorb impacts. Once glued to the floor, Una is overcoated with our incredible
HFX-2C Extra Matt PUR surface finish, which protects and preserves the cork’s
inimitable aesthetic. This virtually invisible layer is extremely scratch resistant
and provides outstanding chemical and wear resistance.

900 x 150 x 6mm

Bevelled Edges

Extra Matt

Suitable for UFH

Cleaner Air

Comfortable

Long Lasting

Sustainable

BIRCH BEIGE

BROKEN WHITE

CONCRETE GREY

DARK AMBER

KIMONO BROWN

PALE SAND

ORDER SAMPLES
Recork Una is available in a selection of contemporary
shades, from whites and greys that complement Scandi
themes to rich, warm browns. Una fits effortlessly into
traditional or modern interior schemes, both residential
and commercial. To order a sample pack visit our website.
recork.co.uk/samples
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BIRCH BEIGE

BROKEN WHITE

RECORK

RECORK

UNA: BIRCH BEIGE

The closest colour to raw cork, Una Birch Beige has
a natural, organic feel that makes it ideal for connecting
the indoor environment with the great outdoors.
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BIRCH BEIGE

RECORK

BROKEN WHITE

RECORK

UNA: BROKEN WHITE

A lighter, brighter cork flooring, ideal for reflecting
light and making smaller areas appear larger,
Una Broken White fits well with Scandi schemes.
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CONCRETE GREY

DARK AMBER

RECORK

RECORK

UNA: CONCRETE GREY

Cool and contemporary, while still showcasing
the natural warmth of cork, Una Concrete Grey is
a stylish choice, perfect for modern, urban décor.
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CONCRETE GREY

RECORK

DARK AMBER

RECORK

“Recork floors are perfectly suited to biophilic design. Humans have
an innate bond with the natural world that is essential to maintain
health and wellbeing. But in an urban built environment, with an
ever increasing technological presence, it is all too easy to become
disconnected from the great outdoors.
Biophilic design, which involves incorporating elements of nature into
the buildings where we live and work, is a powerful way to recuperate
mental and physical energy and reduce everyday stresses that can
lead to illnesses such as mental health disorders and cardio-vascular
disease. It is thought to reduce stress and blood pressure levels while
boosting productivity, creativity and overall feelings of wellness.”

JAMES SCULLY, FOUNDER
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CONCRETE GREY

RECORK

DARK AMBER

RECORK

UNA: DARK AMBER

A gorgeous golden flooring with warm honey tones,
Una Dark Amber brings a warm and inviting feel to any room
and works beautifully with a Mediterranean colour palette.
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KIMONO BROWN

PALE SAND

RECORK

RECORK

UNA: KIMONO BROWN

A stunning darker floor with rich chocolate tones
and a natural depth of texture, Una Kimono Brown is a
versatile style for both modern and traditional interiors.
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KIMONO BROWN

RECORK

PALE SAND

RECORK

UNA: PALE SAND

A clean, fresh off-white with subtle yellow undertones
that works beautifully with the natural cork, Una Pale Sand
captures the essence of nature and modern design.
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PERFORMANCE
& WELLBEING

RECORK

4.5 million

people visit the Sagrada Familia Cathedral in Barcelona annually, where
an agglomerated cork floor improves acoustics and eliminates cold

IDEAL FOR HOMES OR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS, RECORK FLOORS HAVE
INCREDIBLE HEALTH AND COMFORT FEATURES THAT REDUCE NOISE, PROVIDE
THERMAL INSULATION, INCREASE WALKING COMFORT, IMPROVE AIR QUALITY
AND ENSURE LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE.

68%

of airborne and impact noise is absorbed by our cork floors

2k

chemicals are tested to ensure our products comply with
the strictest international indoor air quality standards

GAINING LONG LASTING RESILIENCE
We’ve designed Recork to be extremely tough. Our innovative surface
finish delivers outstanding performance and protects your cork floor from
the rigours of modern life. It is virtually invisible, extremely scratch resistant
and provides outstanding chemical and wear resistance, whilst its exceptional
elasticity and compressibility allows Recork to adapt to pressure and bounce
back from impacts without suffering damage.
Robust and long lasting, Recork is designed to perform in both homes and
commercial buildings, and can be periodically recoated, just like a timber floor,
so it lasts a lifetime.

BREATHING CLEANER AIR
Cork flooring improves health through cleaner, purer air. Recork emits
exceptionally low levels of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and is third-party
certified for air quality, with accreditations including TUV Proficert Premium
and GEV Emicode EC1 Plus.
Recork flooring is antimicrobial and hypoallergenic as it doesn’t harbour dust
or promote the growth of mites, and the cork used is free from biocides.
Recork promotes health and wellbeing through better indoor air quality.

ENJOYING NATURAL COMFORT
Cork’s exceptional insulation properties come from its unique honeycomb
structure, with millions of airfilled cells. Thermal insulation means floors feel
warm, while acoustic insulation allows sound to be absorbed, creating tranquil
environments that promote concentration and productivity. Cork also acts as
an effective sound buffer between floors.
Recork delivers ideal walking comfort. It reduces the heel strike impact and
related body tension associated with hard floors while providing sufficient
stability to reduce physical strain and prevent body fatigue. And it’s also non-slip.
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CHARITY

RECORK

WE ARE EXTREMELY PROUD TO SUPPORT FAUNA & FLORA
INTERNATIONAL, THE WORLD’S OLDEST INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION ORGANISATION, BY DONATING 5p FOR EVERY
1m2 OF RECORK FLOORING SOLD. FFI’S MISSION IS TO CONSERVE
THREATENED SPECIES AND ECOSYSTEMS WORLDWIDE, AND SO
PROTECT THE BIODIVERSITY THAT UNDERPINS THE LIFE-SUPPORT
SYSTEMS ALL SPECIES RELY ON.

Portugal is rich in wildlife and landscapes, with many important ecosystems
including maquis shrublands, grasslands, sand dunes and rocky cliffs as well
as the cork oak Montado. Thousands of plant, mammal, bird, amphibian and
reptile species are found naturally in Portugal. But habitat degradation and
fragmentation caused by pollution, intensive agriculture, forestry and other
human activities, is threatening Portugal’s wildlife. FFI works to protect the
country’s habitats and species.

5p/1m

2

5p for every 1m2 of Recork flooring
sold is donated to charity

A key part of FFI’s work centres on the conservation of the Iberian lynx,
which is the world’s rarest cat species. In the early 2000s the species was
on the brink of extinction due to habitat loss and disease outbreaks among
their wild rabbit prey. FFI works with local stakeholders to secure and
manage land across southern Portugal. This provides habitat and prey
for the endangered Iberian lynx as well as for other species that share
its habitat, such as the Eurasian black vulture.
With land management agreements now protecting 20,000 hectares of
habitat, the Iberian lynx population has risen to over 400 in Spain and Portugal.
But threats to these incredible creatures remain and ongoing work is needed
to protect them and their naturally biodiverse ecosystems.
www.fauna-flora.org/
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TECHNICAL

Here you will find all the practical information needed to make an informed
choice for your project, including specifications, use classifications,
performance data, installation and maintenance guidelines.

RECORK

recork.co.uk/support/

General Information
RECORK UNA is an agglomerated composition
cork floor suitable for most interior areas
except damp or permanently wet areas, such
as wet rooms. It is not designed for use on walls.
Recork is coloured and precoated in the factory
ready for delivery and installation. It is installed
by gluing it to the subfloor with a specialised
contact adhesive. After installation, the floor is
overcoated with our high quality PUR coating
that preserves the natural appearance and feel
of the raw cork whilst sealing the floor, providing
outstanding protection against mechanical and
chemical wear and ensuring the floor can be
successfully recoated in future.

Range Name

Una

Component Materials

appr.

Granulated Cork — 86%

appr.

Synthetic Binders — 10%

appr.

Factory Precoat — 4%

Plank Dimensions

L.

Plank Weight | Density

appr.

Edge Finish

Bevelled on the long edges only

Planks per Box

20

m per Box

2.70 m2

Installation Method

Glue Down

2

900 mm x W. 150 mm x T. 6mm
3,300 g/m2 | 500 kg/m3

Randomly orient planks and randomly stagger end joints
Approved Adhesive

Wakol D3540 Cork Contact Adhesive

Approved Site Finish

HFX-2C Extra Matt PUR

Level of Sheen

appr.

Side Length

≤ 0.2 % of nominal up to 1 mm

�

Squareness & Straightness

≤ 0.5 mm of nominal to ≤ 1 mm

�

Dimensional Stability

≤ 0.25 %

�

Curling

≤ 2 mm

�

Overall Thickness

–0.10 mm to +0.15 mm of nominal

�

Apparent Density

Average ≥ 95 % of nominal

�

Resistance to Fire

EN 13501-1

CFL-S1

Slip Resistance

DIN 51130 | EN 13893

R9 | Class DS

Formaldehyde Emissions

EN 717-1

E1

PCP Content

CEN TR 14823

Undetectable

Thermal Resistance

EN 12667

0.07 m2 K/W

Impact Sound Reduction

EN ISO 10140-3

14 dB

Sound Insulation

IHD-W-431

17.8 dB(A) | 68%

VOC Emission Certifications

Cork Modules

Greenguard Gold

9 % sheen @ 60° on glass

Manufacturing Tolerances
RECORK UNA conforms with the tolerances
specified in the general requirements of EN
12104:2018, the European standard for cork floor
coverings made from agglomerated composition
cork, supplied in tile form, and used with a factory
and/or an in-situ finish.

Technical Classifications
INSTALLATION
Recork Una should always be installed, overcoated and recoated by
professionals. The quality of the finished installation depends greatly on
the standard of the subfloor, which must be dry, hard, stable, even and clean.
Additional preparation will be required if the subfloor does not meet one or
more of these requirements. Recork Una is glued directly onto the subfloor
using a specially designed adhesive. After installation, the floor is overcoated
with one or more applications of HFX-2C Extra Matt PUR coating to preserve
the natural appearance and feel of the raw cork whilst sealing the floor, providing
outstanding protection against mechanical and chemical wear and ensuring
the floor can be successfully recoated in future.

Blue Angel
HFX-2C Extra Matt PUR

Use Classifications
The first class digit indicates the general
environment that the flooring is suitable for
(2: domestic, 3: commercial), the second digit
further subdivides this usage into ‘light’ (1),
‘moderate’ (2) and ‘heavy’ (3). This table indicates
the minimum number of coats of HFX-2C Extra
Matt PUR recommended for each use class.

Emicode EC1 Plus

Class 21

Class 22

Class 23

Class 31

Class 32

Class 33

Light Domestic

Moderate Domestic

Heavy Domestic

Light Commercial

Mod Commercial

Heavy Commercial

recork.co.uk/support/installation

MAINTENANCE

1

1

1

2

2

Recork Una is simple to maintain. Remove loose dirt with a vacuum or
dust mop, wipe up spills promptly and regularly wash the floor with a slightly
alkaline cleaning agent. Over time the protective PUR coating may start to show
signs of wear and tear so recoating will remove scuff marks and superficial
scratches, while restoring the floor’s appearance and slip resistance.
Recoating periodically greatly extends the floor’s life.

3

recork.co.uk/support/maintenance
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GET IN TOUCH

RECORK

OUR TEAM IS ALWAYS HERE TO PROVIDE INFORMATION,
ADVICE AND SUPPORT, JUST DROP US A LINE.
info@recork.co.uk | recork.co.uk

SAMPLES

ACCREDITED INSTALLERS

We could talk about the natural beauty and sustainability of Recork flooring
all day, but don’t take our word for it. Samples can be ordered directly from us,
or via one of our Accredited Installers.

Recork sustainable flooring can only be purchased from one of our Accredited
Installers. They will guide you through the whole process, from product selection,
site survey and quotation, to the supply, installation and overcoating of your new floor.

recork.co.uk/samples

recork.co.uk/installers
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